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 Update - The 
Grave is Licking 

Its Lips 
Due to the multiple storms and 
power outages in July, I have fallen 
behind with my initial update of 
The Grave is Licking its Lips. I am in 
the editing phase and hope to have 
series one available by November, 
and the pre-sale on Amazon will 
start next week, September 8, 2021. 
In addition, I am working on book 
two of the four-part series. I have learned a lot about how people read books considered 
stand-alone novels without being a series. I had initially written book three first and 
discovered that people wanted the first book in the set. So I have repacked and updated 
book three, Exalted Above All Gods, and renamed the book, and it will have my pen name 
on the book (Ardith A. Price), so look for the three-part series in December or January 2022 
at the latest.  Book four of the series in 2022. 

Looking Through the Sea of Glass presents four 
words given by Father God. Purification, 
Salvation, Repentance, and Belief in Jehovah. 
Matthew 7:13-14 AMP states, “Enter through the 
narrow gate. For wide is the gate, and 
broad and easy to travel is the path that leads the 
way to destruction and eternal loss, and there are 
many who enter through it. But small is the gate 
and narrow and difficult to travel is 
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08W9WNPM5/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08ZNV8PSZ/
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Just the Edge of God  still is my best-
selling book. The book was # 78 and #89 
on Amazon Kindle Unlimited 100 Best 
Sellers in July 2021. I was delighted that 
the book encouraged folks to read more 
inspirational books. So if you require a 
guidebook that is an easy study but 
packs a punch for the avid reader, pick 
up a copy on Amazon and other online 
retailers. 

The Grave is Licking its Lips, Series 1 

A teaser . . . 
Michaela couldn’t believe her eyes when she gazed out the window at the container jutting 
out against the rocks. The vessel was modest; the color was a pale green concealed in the 
foliage. 

“We are here, Michaela. Your new home for as long as you cooperate with the authorities. By 
the way, you can never contact your ex-husband. He doesn’t realize you are alive. We want 
to keep this information secret from him for now.” 
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https://www.amazon.com/Just-Edge-God-Touch-Garment-ebook/dp/B00ZPR3M3K/of7&=digital-text&sr=1-1
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“Why the secrecy?” 

“I am not at liberty to say. Michaela, you’re a pleasant woman, and you’ll realize your fate 
soon enough, so be happy and do the work they ask you to achieve. Master approved my 
classification status to help you with any programming issues when your review or update 
code specifications for the company.” 

“Who is Master? Did he program you?” 

More coming later. . .

Quote for the Month: 

Faith brings a man empty to God, that he may be filled with the blessings of God. 

John Calvin 

*Important  - Name Change 

I changed the author’s name for my writings. Since I write in two different categories, it was 
imperative to separate the genres not to confuse my publications. My Inspirational 
Christian books, Ardith Arnelle’Price, will stay the same, but my pseudonym will be  

Ardith A. Price for the Christian Sci-fi Futuristic books. 
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Former staff of Pier One, Karen Clingman, and Ardith 2018 Book 
Launch

Photo of Days Gone by . . . 
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